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INTRODUCTION

The iSpike system provides a spiking neural interface to the real and virtual iCub humanoid robots. This system uses a biologically plausible spike coding scheme

to convert the iCub’s visual and proprioceptive data into spikes, and it converts spikes from the neural simulator back into real values that are used to control the

iCub robot. iSpike integrates with the NeMo spiking neural network simulator and can be controlled using the SpikeStream graphical interface. It is available for

free download under the terms of the GPL.
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Software

All of the software is open source and available for free download under a GPL licence.

NeMo: http://nemosim.sf.net 

SpikeStream: http://spikestream.sf.net

iSpike: http://ispike.sf.net
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SpikeStream: SpikeStream provides a graphical interface to NeMo and iSpike. It is based

around a number of databases that hold the neurons, connections, parameters, archives

and analyses. Key functions, such as network creation, simulation and analysis are

implemented as plugins, which makes it easy to customize and extend the functionality,

and it has a sophisticated 3D graphical interface for the creation and editing of neuron and

connection groups and for control over simulation and archiving. The simulator is written in

C++ using Qt for the GUI.

NeMo: NeMo is a high-performance spiking neural network simulator which

simulates networks of Izhikevich neurons on CUDA-enabled GPUs. It supports

real-time simulation of ~100,000 realistically connected neurons on a single GPU.

NeMo is a C++ class library with APIs for Python (including PyNN), Matlab, and

pure C. Learning is supported through spike-timing dependant plasticity (STDP).

The left figure shows the speedup measured with respect to real time performance

for a network of 30,000 neurons with a variable number of synapses per neuron,

running on a C2070 GPU. The right figure shows throughput for the same network

and hardware, measured in terms of spikes delivered per second.

iSpike: Conversion of Joint Angles into Spikes: The firing rates of individual neurons cannot be used to

encode joint angles because small values would take too long to read accurately. Instead, iSpike uses a

population of neurons to encode each joint angle, with the number of neurons being configurable to match

the required resolution. To transform the joint angle into spikes the value of the joint position is converted

into a Gaussian distribution of current, with a mean equal to the current value and a variance that can be

configured to match the measurement noise of the sensors. This current is fed into a population of

Izhikevich model neurons, whose spiking response can be configured by modifying the neuron model

parameters. The spiking output of these neurons is buffered in the iSpike library, where it can be read by

the spiking neural simulator.

iSpike: Conversion of Visual Data into Spikes: After the visual maps have

been normalized, each intensity value is converted into a sequence of

spikes by feeding it as input current into an Izhikevich model neuron. These

neurons can be configured by the user to produce a wide range of spiking

responses - for example, regular spiking, chattering, and intrinsically

bursting - to match the interface requirements of the cognitive architecture.

The resulting spikes are added to a buffer where they can be

asynchronously read by the spiking neural simulator.

iSpike: Visual Pre-processing: In the first processing stage each frame in the stream of

320x240-sized images from the iCub’s two cameras is re-sampled into log polar form to

mimic the foveation of the retina. This foveated representation is then transformed into a

number of visual maps using difference-of-Gaussians models. These maps include colour

opponency maps for Red+Green-, Red-Green+, and Blue+Yellow-, as well as ON-centre,

and OFF-centre maps. Each of these maps can be configured to behave like

parvocellular or magnocellular visual channels.

iSpike: Conversion of Spikes into Motor Commands: The iCub is controlled using populations of

neurons to represent the desired angle and velocity of each joint. The per-joint value is computed

by taking the sum of receptor means weighted by the normalised firing rate over a short time

window. This method is inspired by the directional encoding that is thought to be used in the

primary motor cortex. The resulting vector of positions/velocities is sent through YARP to the iCub.


